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Overview
• NIMROD simulations reproduce observed impact of 3D shaping
on sawtooth oscillations in CTH [1].
• These simulations constitute a useful scenario to benchmark a
recent NIMROD implementation to determine the location of
fixed-points and an energy transfer analysis.
• These tools may be useful for studying the dynamics of
stellarator simulations in general.
• The present analysis extends a recent fixed-point tokamak
sawtooth picture [2] to hybrid configurations.
• We also generalize the power transfer analysis [3] to hybrid
configurations.
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CTH: Flexible magnetic configuration with external
(vacuum) rotational transform variable by factor of 10
• CTH is a five-field period device (Nfp = 5).
• Helical Field coil and Toroidal Field coil currents adjusted to modify
vacuum rotational transform: 0.02 < ιext < 0.3.
• 1/q = ιtotal = ιplasma + ιext .
• Here, we will focus on a tokamak (ιext = 0) and a stellarator
(ιext = 0.0333) configuration.
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Sawtooth-like cycles for Te and energies (ιext = 0)
• CTH discharges are
ohmically driven.
• Te is measured at the
equilibrium magnetic axis.
• Two stages: build-up phase
and a sequence of relaxations.
• n = 0 related to the
equilibrium.
• n = 1 characterizes the
internal kink.
• Crash time is slower than in
experiments; due to, e.g., the
absence of two-fluid effects.
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Sawtooth-phase: the fixed point dynamics is consistent with
the Kadomtsev’s model (ιext = 0)
• As q0 approaches one the magnetic axis moves to the left.
• A burst of magnetic activity results in a central o-point with q0 < 1, and an
outermost x-point.
• The newly created o-point “falls towards” the x-point.
• The center of the growing island becomes a new magnetic axis with q > 1.
• The original magnetic axis survives this sequence of events.
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The fixed point dynamics for the stellarator case
(ιext = 0.0333) is analogous the tokamak case (ιext = 0)
• A ιext = 0.0333 results in symmetry-preserving 6/5 thin islands.
• The Kadomtsev’s picture for a sawtooth relaxation still holds: as the safety factor on axis
drops below one a magnetic islands starts growing. The center of the growing island has
q > 1.
• The original magnetic axis survives the sawtooth cycle.
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Sawtooth cycles for increasing values of ιext
•
•
•
•
•

We set t = 0 ms at the o-x coalescence right after the ramp-up phase.
Tokamak (ιext = 0), n = 0 describes the equilibrium.
Tokamak (ιext = 0), the eigenmode is characterized by n = 1.
Stellarator (ιext = 0.0333), n = 0, 5, 10, ... describe the equilibrium.
Stellarator (ιext = 0.0333), due to toroidal mode coupling the eigenmode is characterized
by n = 1, 4, 6, 9...

ιext = 0

ιext = 0.0333
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Sawtooth cycles for increasing values of ιext
• The tokamak and stellarator
configurations have similar
fixed-point dynamics.
• At time t = 0, q0 is greater than one.
• As q0 approaches unity, the magnetic
axis is pushed to the side. However,
q0 does not drop below one.
• A bifurcation process results in a new
o-point with q0 < 1.
• As the magnetic island grows, the
central o-point is pushed towards the
x-point.
• The sawtooth cycle ends with a o-x
coalescence event.
• There may be a phase shift between
oscillations, this changes the position
of the growing magnetic islands from
the outermost side to the innermost
side (or vice versa).
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Sawtooth linear growth rate increases with ιext

• This partly explains the increase of the
sawtooth frequency as ιext increases.
• The stellarator fields modify the
equilibrium, allowing the linear
eigenmode to absorb energy at a faster
rate.
• Why do stellarator fields increase the
linear growth rate?
• Do fields act as additional source of free
energy? Or is something else going on?
• We use an energy transfer analysis to
understand the impact of 3D fields.

Figure: Taken from Ref. [1].
Experimental verification in Ref. [4]
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Power transfer analysis of a 3D equilibrium
• Following [3], we obtain an equation for the time evolution of the
Fourier modal energy (En ) as function of “power transfers”.
• The power transfer analysis leads to a picture of the flow of energy
through Fourier space. For n 6= 0 we have:
• En =
dEn
dt
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The Lorentz power transfer drives the linear growth
• At ∼ 0.3 ms, still during the early stages of the linear growth, the Lorentz power transfer
(PL ) dominates.
• To understand the enhanced sawtooth growth rate, we should focus on PL .
• For ιext = 0.0333, due to toroidal mode coupling the eigenmode is characterized by
n = 1, 4, 6, 9...
• After a bifurcation, there is a linear competition of the power transfer contributions.
• Pressure-driven oscillations grow during this phase but fade as time proceeds.
• The resistive dissipation P.T. reaches local minima at o/x fixed-points coalescence events.
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Lorentz power transfer obeys energy conservation relation
• We introduce the power transfer
Fn,(n−n0 ),n0 = + V ∗n · (Jn0 × Bn−n0 ) + V n · (J∗n0 × B∗n−n0 )
+ J∗n · (V n0 × Bn−n0 ) + Jn · (V ∗n0 × B∗n−n0 )
• And the integrated counterpart
Z

fn,(n−n0 ),n0 =

A

Fn,(n−n0 ),n0 dA

• This quantity satisfies fn,(n−n0 ),n0 = −fn0 ,(n0 −n),n
• fn,(n−n0 ),n0 is the Lorentz energy transfer rate from En0 to En
• The Lorentz power transfer is given by the sum
PLn = ∑ fn,(n−n0 ),n0
n0
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fn,(n−n0 ),n0 for Tokamak and Hybrid configurations during
the linear phase
• Tokamak (ιext = 0): the f 0 s that influence the linear eigenmode
evolution the most are centered around n0 = n = 0.
• Stellarator (ιext = 0.0333): the relevant f 0 s are distributed across the
n0 -n plane with an underlaying structure imposed by the Nfp = 5
field-periodicity.
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Are the stellarator fields simply pumping more energy into
the system?
• No!
• For ιext = 0.0333, the sawtooth linear eigenmode is characterized by
n0 = 1, 4, 6, 9...
• n = 0 toroidal Fourier mode drives the linear growth (∼ 0.2 − 0.35 ms).
• n = 5, 10, 15... remove energy from the eigenmode.
• n = 0 exponentially dominates over n = 5, 10, 15... at ∼ 0.3 ms.
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B5 and B10 catalyze energy transfer from large-to-small
scales
• The P.T. from large-to-small scales catalyzed by B5 is ∑n0 fn0 +5,(5),n0 for n0 ≥ −1.
• The P.T. from large-to-small scales catalyzed by B10 is ∑n0 fn0 +10,(10),n0 for n0 ≥ −4.

• The P.T. catalyzed by B5 and B10 are (mostly) positive during the sawtooth evolution.
• Our working hypothesis is that the enhanced reconnection rate at small scales will
explain why the growth rate is increased.
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Summary and ongoing work
• The fixed point implementation permits a detailed analysis of sawtooth
oscillations.
• We expanded the tokamak fixed point sawtooth picture of [2] to the
stellarator case.
• The fixed point dynamics of the tokamak and stellarator cases are
similar.
• Recognizing that the Lorentz power transfer satisfies an energy
conservation relation allows studying the transfer of energy between
Fourier modes in greater detail.
• The power transfer analysis reveals that symmetry-preserving modes,
n = 5, 10, ..., remove energy from the linear eigenmode.
• We hypothesize that the enhanced reconnection rate at small scales,
due to the catalytic effect of B5 and B10 , will explain why the growth
rate is increased.
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